How Stalin Prepares Foes for Execution

Blood Purge

Interpreted by Trotsky

By CLIFFORD RAYMOND

At COYOACAN, Mexico, in the house of the late Mexican mural artist, I saw Trotsky in his account of the present Russian terror to his friend, Dr. John D. postfix commission of inquiry. This is in April. Trotsky, himself against the charge that he is complacent with the present Russian republic and, with his followers, is involved in a Stalinist plot. Trotsky is subject to the death sentence imposed on him by the present regime.

The death sentence is imposed on a Russian engineer (left) who has been accused of plotting against the Soviet government. Trotsky says that the State judges at the trial were not impartial, that the trial was not public, and that the accused were not allowed to present evidence for their defense. Trotsky believes that the trial was a witch's play, a very terrible exercise in political witchcraft, and he has accused Vyshinsky of being the chief accuser.

The extracts do not follow the continuity of the hearing, but we take them from what seems most vivid and dramatic. Trotsky is heavily guarded by a Mexican police every moment and lives in a Mexican home. First we will proceed to a part of his statements which pertain to the immediate point.

At this writing Nikolai Bukharin and Alexander Berkman, both of the hands of the Stalinist GPU, is released. Trotsky, the former president of the People's Commissars. In that position he is a rightist and was expelled from the party. He is expectd to be released any day. Bukharin was editor of Novy Mir, and they refuse to confide in him because he has refused to give any option regarding the purges. Trotsky believes that Bukharin is acting as Trotsky's counsel at this congress and Trotsky is sitting in Coyoacan, Trotsky said; "In the hands of Stalin's GPU, the bolsheviks are known to be going through the motions of a public trial. The bolsheviks are being accused of conspiring with the German and Japanese governments and the Bolsheviks of Russia and to restore to its members and the Russian Republic in the party and state. Trotsky declared. That is the political term for it. Trotsky denounced such an interrogator as a pervert and returned to the trial.

The extracts do not follow the continuity of the hearing, but we take them from what seems most vivid and dramatic.

*tie, the official government newspaper, reported that the persecuted were expelled from the party last March and sentenced to the death penalty. Since then nothing has been heard of them. Trotsky knows that they are known to be going through the motions of a public trial. The bolsheviks are being accused of conspiring with the German and Japanese governments and the Bolsheviks of Russia and to restore to its members and the Russian Republic in the party and state.
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